This paper proposed a new regression model called l 1 -regularized outlier isolation and regression (LOIRE) and a fast algorithm based on block coordinate descent to solve this model. Besides, assuming outliers are gross errors following a Bernoulli process, this paper also presented a Bernoulli estimate model which, in theory, should be very accurate and robust due to its complete elimination of affections caused by outliers. Though this Bernoulli estimate is hard to solve, it could be approximately achieved through a process which takes LOIRE as an important intermediate step. As a result, the approximate Bernoulli estimate is a good combination of Bernoulli estimate's accuracy and LOIRE regression's efficiency with several simulations conducted to strongly verify this point. Moreover, LOIRE can be further extended to realize robust rank factorization which is powerful in recovering low-rank component from massive corruptions. Extensive experimental results showed that the proposed method outperforms stateof-the-art methods like RPCA and GoDec in the aspect of computation speed with a competitive performance.
Introduction
Most robust estimates like least absolute deviate [9] realized by ADMM [3] and MM-estimator [5] are able to give us accurate estimates but they are still computationally intensive which in a certain level prevents these robust estimates from wide use. In this paper, we aimed to propose an efficient robust estimate called l 1 -regularized outlier isolation and regression, LOIRE in short, with a very parsimony formulation. 
where A denotes the measurement system, y denotes the measured data, x denotes the unknown signal to be determined, b denotes the outlier vector and t to be a nonnegative value. In fact, LOIRE can be derived by assuming the noise is a mixture of Gaussian noise and Laplace noise. However, considered outliers are large errors with a totally random occurrence, it is more appropriate to assume their occurrences follow a Bernoulli process. With the inevitable small operation noises in the measurement system, we can eventually derive a Bernoulli estimate as follows:
where < x 0 , b 0 > denotes the optimal solution pair under the Bernoulli assumption.
Obviously, the Bernoulli estimate is difficult to solve and the LOIRE is less accurate. Fortunately, this paper found a way with a theoretical explanation in a certain level to achieve an estimate which combines the Bernoulli estimate's accuracy with the LOIRE's efficiency.
Due to the parsimony and effectiveness of the LOIRE method, this paper further extended this method to realize robust rank factorization which can be applied to recover low-rank structures from massive contaminations, such as background modeling, face recognition and so on. Assuming that a data matrix Y ∈ R m×n consists of two parts: the low-rank part and the contamination part. Then to correctly recover the low rank component equals to detect all the contaminations that can be treated as outliers. Below is the proposed robust factorization model based on LOIRE:
where matrix A ∈ R m×r can be understood as a dictionary which contains all the information about the low rank structure, A ·,j indicates the j-th column of matrix A ∈ R m×r . Each column of X ∈ R r×n denotes a coefficient vector for each column of Y . The products AX represents the low-rank component of Y while B reflects the contamination component. Experiments both on simulation data and real image data would verify the high efficiency and strong robustness of this method compared to state-of-the-art approaches like RPCA and GoDec.
Related Work
In robust statistics, least absolute deviations (LAD) regression [9] was proposed decades ago and has been used extensively in statistics but it lacks efficiency especially when it comes to deal with large datasets. Recently, Boyd et al. [3] applied the ADMM algorithm to solve LAD fitting which greatly accelerate the computation speed, but it lacks stability and fluctuate its efficiency according to different dataset. Other popular robust regression methods with fast implementations like fast-LTS [10] , fast S-estimator [11] , MM-estimator [5] and to name a few, are still facing the same problem of less efficiency, thus making them less practical to complicate real-life problems in a certain level.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the most effective low-rank recovery methods are [4, 13, 14] , all of them combine strong robustness with high efficiency. For RPCA method [13] , its fastest algorithm has been presented later in paper [7] , which is called inexact ALM (IALM). For GoDec [14] , it also published its fastened algorithm in [2] , which is called SSGoDec. We would show it later that the proposed rank factorization method based on LOIRE outperforms these state-of-the-art methods in terms of efficiency with a competitive robustness.
l 1 -regularized Outlier Isolation and Regression
In this paper, we consider a measurement system A which is has a probability p with p < 1 2 to be attacked by gross errors. To be practical, we also need to consider the dense and normal operation noises besides the gross errors. So the measurement process can be expressed in a mathematical form:
where y it the observation through A, b denotes the outlier vector and e denotes a dense Gaussian noise. By adding the penalty term b 1 to the least mean squares on e, we can eventually derive an estimation model for x as follows:
which in fact has an equivalent form as problem (1).
Alternative Direction Descent Algorithm for LOIRE
In this subsection, we turn our attention to how to the LOIRE problem (1) which is convex but non-derivative. In truth, this problem can be re-formulated as:
with λ > 0. Based on the idea of block coordinate descent, we can then derive an efficient algorithm for this problem. Firstly, fix b and optimize x only, we can get the first convex subproblem:x = arg min
and given A has full column rank, otherwise, we can apply Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and then the solution for this sub-problem is:
Fixed x and optimize b only, we can get the second convex subproblem:
The second subproblem is essentially a lasso problem and paper [12] implies the solution as follows:
Based on these above, we thus can give the alternative direction descent algorithm (ADDA) as shown in Algorithm 1.
where " • " is Hadamard product, i.e. entrywise production. The algorithm stops when b k+1 − b k < for a given small and positive . 
let y k+1 = y − Ax k+1 .
5:
k = k+1 7: end while 8: return x, b
Convergence of ADDA
In this subsection, we aim to show that the above algorithm will converge to an optimal solution. First we showed the following sequence
(11) converges to a fixed point, then we would show that this fixed point is actually an optimal solution for the LOIRE problem.
Let
according to AVOM, we would have
, so this sequence must converge to a certain fixed point denoted as (x 0 , b 0 ). Now we came to the second part of the proof: to show (x 0 , b 0 ) is actually an optimal solution. From above, we could have:
Then for any convex combination of (x 0 + ∆x, b 0 ) and (x 0 , b 0 + ∆b), we should have:
So (x 0 , b 0 ) is actually a local optimal point but since f (x, b) is a convex function, the local optimal point should also be a global one. Thus we finished our proof.
Bernoulli Estimation Model
In this section, we aimed to arrive at a Bernoulli estimation model (BEM) which is based on Bernoulli distribution assumption for outliers in the observations.
Notations
Let I be an index set, then I c and |I| denote its complementary set and its cardinality respectively. Let X be a matrix (or a vector), then X I denotes a submatrix (vector) formed from the rows of X indexed by the elements in I. If I = {i}, the notation can be simplified as X i indicating the i-th row of X.
Bernoulli Estimation Model
Let B(p) denote a Bernoulli distribution with an outlier appears with probability p. Let 1 denotes an outlier indicator of y: 1 i = 0 indicates that y i is a normal measurement, otherwise it is an outlier. If y i is an outlier with probability p then we can have 1 i ∼ B(p):
where p > 1 2 is a necessary guarantee to make a successful estimate. Let I be an index set of normal entries of y, that is ∀i ∈ I, 1 i = 0, then I c denotes the index set of outliers. In other words, we cay say I is an index set of normal measurements if and only if given a vector e ∈ R m satisfying
for some positive real number t, then
Obviously e ∈ R m reflects the acceptable noise in measurements.
According to formula (18), we can have
with e satisfying condition (17). Given a specific but unknown x, then according to the Bernoulli distribution, we can determine the probability for y with |I c | outlier entries:
Then apply the usual maximum log-likelihood method to the above formula, given p > 1 2 , the Bernoulli estimation model is derived as follows:
which has an equivalent formula as follows:
Thus we obtained the BEM regression model.
Relation between BEM and LMS
Proposition 1 Assume (x 0 , b 0 ) is the optimal solution of problem (22) and I is the support set of b 0 , then this optimal solution can be equally obtained by solving the following problem of least mean squares instead, i.e. Ax 0 = Ax , where x = arg min
The insight that this Proposition conveys to us is: if we can localize all the outliers in advance, then we can apply least mean squares estimation method to these uncorrupted measurements in order to get a Bernoulli estimation for x. The detailed mathematical proof is shown in the Appendices.
Approximate Bernoulli Estimate
For LOIRE regression, it is efficient but it still suffers a slight deviation caused by outliers; for Bernoulli estimate, it is accurate but hard to compute. Fortunately, inspired by Proposition 1, there is simple way to combine the accuracy of Bernoulli estimate with the efficiency of the LOIRE: firstly use LOIRE to detect the localization of the outliers; then remove the entries corrupted by outliers in y; Lastly apply the least mean squares on the cleaned observation.
From Proposition 1, we can see, if LOIRE succeeds in detecting all the outliers, then the above steps would give a Bernoulli estimate. As for algorithm efficiency, the above process only append the "least mean squares" step that is known to be fast to LOIRE, therefore, the above process is efficient and improves accuracy in a certain level.
Rank Factorization based on LOIRE
Notations: for a matrix Y , let Y ·,i denote the i-th column of matrix Y .
Generally, given a matrix Y ∈ R m×n with rank less than or equal to r, then it can be represented as a product of two matrices, Y = AX with A ∈ R m×r and X ∈ R r×n . However, in this section, we considered to recover a lowrank component of a seriously contaminated matrix using a robust rank factorization method based on LOIRE.
Before we start the derivation of a new robust rank factorization model based on LOIRE, we should make the following two things clear: one is each column of a contaminated matrix Y should have equal chance to be corrupted; the other is the low-rank component of Y still can be appropriately represented by AX. Below is the detailed derivation:
First of all, assuming matrix A is known, we applied LOIRE to each column of Y :
with B ·,i denotes an outlier vector for i-th column. To be concise, we can re-represent formula (24) in the following form: min
In fact, matrix A is generally unknown, then a simple way to find a most appropriate matrix A that fits the problem is to search one that minimizes the above optimization problem. Thus the optimization problem becomes:
To ensure a unique solution for matrix A and X, we would like to add a regularization constraint to matrix A, that is for each column of A, it should have a unit length:
Eventually, we got the proposed robust rank factorization model.
Algorithm for Robust Rank Factorization
After we derived the robust rank factorization model, we should come to focus on its solution algorithm. Similarly as ADDA, we can split the original problem into two subproblems: Fix matrix B, we can get the first subproblems: 
(28)
Fix matrix A and X, we can get the second subproblem:
The solution for the first subproblem is:
where (Y − B) = U ΣV T , i.e. the singular value decomposition with U [1 : r] implies to take the first r columns of matrix U and (ΣV T )(1 : r) takes the first r rows of matrix (ΣV T ). The solution for the second subproblem is:
where B ij denotes an entry in the i-th row and j-th column of matrix B. Also similar to ADDA, we can derive an alternative matrix descent algorithm (AMDA) in Algorithm 2 to solve the robust rank factorization in algorithm. Following the same line of the proof for ADDA, one can proof that AMDA will converge to a global optimal solution.
The AMDA algorithm stops if B k+1 − B k F ≤ given a small convergence tolerance > 0. 
4:
6:
k = k + 1; 8: end while 9: return B,AX
Experiments
The experiments is run by Matlab on a laptop with Intel i7 CPU (1.8G) and 8G RAM. All the reported results are direct outcomes of their corresponding algorithms without any post processing.
Approximate Bernoulli Estimate based on LOIRE
In this part, we will compare the proposed robust regression method with the most famous models in the area of robust regression. Algorithms chosen for each regression model to be compared to are all speeded up versions proposed in recent years. For LAD, we use ADMM proposed by Boyd et al. [3] ; for S-estimation, we use the latest fastened algorithm proposed in paper [11] ; for least-trimmedsquares regression we use the latest fastened algorithm proposed in paper [10] ; MM-estimation applied here is also a fastened algorithm proposed in [5] . We conduct the comparison experiments on data sets from [1] . Fig.1 shows that the approximate Bernoulli estimate holds the highest efficiency with a competitive robustness.
Robust Rank Factorization 6.2.1 Simulations
We first demonstrate the performance of the proposed model on simulated data compared to GoDec and RPCA with their fastest implementations, SSGodec and IALM (inexact ALM) respectively. Inexact ALM [7] has much higher computation speed and higher precisions than previous algorithm for RPCA problem. SSGoDec [2] is also an improved version for GoDec [14] , which largely reduces the time cost with the error non-increased.
Without loss of generality, we can construct a square matrices of three different dimensions N = 500, 1000, 2000 and set rank r = 5%N . We also need to generate three types of matrices for simulation, that is the low rank matrix L ∈ R N ×N , the dense Gaussian noise matrix G ∈ R N ×N , and the Bernoulli noise matrix B ∈ R N ×N . L can be generated from a random matrix P = rand(N, r) by setting L = P P T , where rand(N, r) will generate a N × r random matrix. The Gaussian matrix can be set as G = 2 * rand(N, N ) with the coefficient indicating its variance level. The Bernoulli matrix can be set as B = 10 * sprand(N, N, 5%), where sprand(N, N, 5%) will generate a sparse N × N random matrix with 5% indicating its sparse level.
Experimental results will be evaluated by using the following three metrics: the detection rate (DR)/recall, the pre- cision (Pre) and the F-measure (F) [8] :
tp indicates the total number of corrupted pixels that are correctly detected; fn indicates the total number of corrupted pixels that are not being detected; fp denotes the total number of detected pixels which are actually normal. A good low-rank recovery or a precise sparse-errors extraction should have high detection rate, high precision and high F-measure. Among all the three metrics, F-measure is the most synthesized. The results are presented in Fig.2 . The parameters are tuned for best performances. We observed that the proposed robust rank factorization achieves very high scores of all the three metrics, which imply a very accurate recovery of lowrank matrices as well as a precise sparse-error detection. Meanwhile it pays the lowest time cost.
Background Modeling
In this part, comparison experiments on real video data are conducted to further demonstrate the high computation efficiency of the proposed rank factorization method. We test the models on two video data from [6] : (1) airport (300 frames): there is no significant light changes in this video, but it has a lot of activities in the foreground. The image size is 144 × 176; (2) lobby (210 frames), there is little activity in this video, but it goes through significant illumination changes. The image size is 128 × 160. Fig. 3 shows that each model achieves equally results and the proposed method remains to be the fastest among the three. In a word, both the simulations and real-data experiments strongly validate the high computation efficiency and strong robustness of the the proposed model.
Conclusion
This paper presents a powerful regression method, LOIRE, which is efficient in detecting outliers and contributes a lot to approximately achieve a Bernoulli estimate which is more accurate than LOIRE but with an almost equivalent efficiency as LOIRE. Also, LOIRE can be further extended to realize a robust rank factorization which inherits the high efficiency of LOIRE and outperformed the state-of-the-art low-rank recovery methods, IALM and SSGoDec both on simulations and on real-data experiments in terms of efficiency with a competitive accuracy.
Appendices
Proof of Proposition 1First let at look at the following lemma: Lemma 1:
In problem (22), if (x 0 , e 0 , b 0 ) is one of its optimal solution pair and I is a support set of b 0 , i.e. b i = 0 for i ∈ I, then we should have e 
which contradicts the optimality of feasible solution (e 0 , b 0 ). Then we prove the lemma. Then we could continue on the proof for Proposition 1: It is obvious that 
In the above inference, since the first row equals to the last row, therefore, all the ≥ should be replaced by = and hence we should have Ax 0 = Ax .
